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Using a combination of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and a systematic
theoretical method based on considering all possible hydrogen bond connections between molecules with
subsequent density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we studied supramolecular assemblies of highly
symmetrical rectangular PTCDI molecules on the Au(111) surface. We show, using a systematic prediction
procedure followed by ab initio density functional calculations, that just over 10 monolayer structures are
possible assuming two molecules in the primitive cell, some of which would appear indistinguishable in the
STM images. By breaking down these structures into distinct assemblies, we predict six possible phases.
Two of these had been observed previously: a canted phase seen on a number of surfaces including Au(111)
and a brick wall phase seen so far only on the NaCl(001) surface. Using STM imaging of PTCDI molecules
on the Au(111) surface in ultrahigh vacuum, we discovered a completely new “domino” phase, also predicted
by our theory, in which molecules attach to each other rather like dominoes, to form squares repeated
periodically across the surface. The interaction of the molecules with the gold surface seems to influence the
orientation of the phases but not necessarily their stability.

I. Introduction

Many organic molecules are known to have the ability to
self-assemble in two-dimensional networks when they are
deposited on inorganic (e.g., metallic) surfaces, which has been
of considerable interest recently.1-4 In particular, an emerging
possibility for these structures to form either chiral or nonchiral
ordered structures5,6 has been intensively studied in view of
possible applications in nanotechnology (e.g., refs 1 and 7).

Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic-3,4,9,10-dianhydride (PTCDA)
and perylenetetracarboxylic diimine (PTCDI) molecules are of
special interest in engineering of two-dimensional (2D) porous
nanostructures due to their special rectangular shape (see Figure
1) and a specific hydrogen-bonding functionality near the edges.
These long molecules have been employed, alone or combined
with other molecules such as melamine, as building blocks for
engineering sophisticated multicomponent supramolecular ar-
chitectures, or templates, capable of trapping foreign molecules
(e.g., fullerenes1,3,8-10).

From an experimental point of view, only supramolecular
assemblies of PTCDA molecules have been intensively studied
on different surfaces (see, e.g. refs 8 and 11-25), and a number
of different phases have been identified. However, much less
attention has been devoted to the PTCDI molecules. As far as
we are aware, these molecules were deposited on the graphite
and MoS2

11, Ag/Pt(111),26 Pt(100),27 NaCl(001),28 Au(111),29,30

and Ag/Si(111)8 surfaces, and basically two structures have been
reported: a canted and a brick wall one. In the canted structure
the molecules within and between rows are connected by their

edges.8,11,29,30 The rows of the canted structure have also been
observed separately as chains.8,31 In the brick wall phase28 the
molecules are oriented along the rows, and the adjacent rows
are shifted with respect to each other. It is surprising that more
PTCDI phases have not been observed, especially since PTCDI
molecules have the ability to form stronger hydrogen bonds with
each other as compared to their PTCDA counterparts.

In this paper we apply scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM)32,33 to perform a detailed study of self-assembled
structures formed by PTCDI molecules on the Au(111) surface
after deposition at room temperature in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
conditions. Three different structures have been found, one of
which has never been previously reported, while the other was
only reported on the NaCl(001) surface. The experimental data
are supported by extensive theoretical analysis. In order to
consider all possible structures the PTCDI molecules can form,
we use a systematic approach developed earlier for adenine34

and used in the previous studies of melamine35 and PTCDA.24

Due to the high symmetry of the molecules, the number of
dimers and, therefore, two-dimensional assemblies they can
form will be shown to be limited. These findings are in
concert with the relatively small number of two-dimensional
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Figure 1. PTCDI molecule and its nonequivalent binding sites shown
by numbered ovals.
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structures found for other symmetric molecules such as
melamine35 and PTCDA;24 at the same time, they are
contrasted by a very large number of assemblies found for
the adenine molecule which does not have any point
symmetry.34

The plan of this paper is as follows. In section II we briefly
outline the experimental and theoretical methods used. PTCDI
self-assembled monolayers observed in this study in STM
experiments are described in section III, while the corresponding
theoretical analysis is performed in section IV. Finally, a short
discussion and conclusions are given in section V.

II. Methods

A. Experimental Section. Au(111) films grown on mica
were used as a substrate. The samples were introduced into the
ultrahighvacuum(UHV)chamberofanSTM(JEOLJSTM4500S)
operating at a pressure of 10-8 Pa. Samples sputtered with argon
ions with subsequent annealing in UHV at temperatures between
600 and 800 °C, typically for 30 min, were used to prepare the
gold surface. PTCDI molecules were sublimated at 335 °C and
then deposited on the surface which was kept at room temper-
ature. The deposition flux was 1-2 monolayers per hour. The
sample was not postannealed after molecular deposition. Etched
tungsten tips were used to obtain constant current images at
room temperature with a bias voltage applied to the sample.
STM images have been processed and analyzed using the
homemade FabViewer application.36

B. Theoretical. To construct all possible structures, a
systematic approach was used as described, e.g., in refs 34 and
35. It consists of the following steps: (i) identification of all
binding sites the molecule has on its periphery; only such sites
are considered that can participate in hydrogen bonding with
another molecule; other possible sites are considered nonfunc-
tional and subsequently ignored; (ii) construction of all dimers;
(iii) using dimer rules, connect the molecules; all possible unit
cells are constructed having a predefined number of molecules;
(iv) then for every unit cell found all possible chains (i.e., one-
dimensional structures) are built; (v) by attaching chains parallel
to each other, all possible 2D periodic structures are formed
with their stabilities estimated by summing up all dimer energies
(per cell). Finally, the most stable predicted structures are fully
relaxed using an ab initio method to obtain their geometries
and binding energies.

The calculations were performed using the ab initio SIESTA
method,37,38 which is based on a localized numerical orbital basis
set, periodic boundary conditions, and the first principles scalar-
relativistic norm-conserving Troullier-Martins39 pseudopotential
factorized in the Kleinman-Bylander40 form. We used the
Perdew, Becke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)41 generalized gradient
approximation for the exchange and correlation which was found
previously to be adequate in representing hydrogen bonding
between DNA base molecules.42 In each calculation, atomic
relaxation was performed until forces on atoms were less than
0.01 eV/Å in the cases of dimers and 0.03 eV/Å in the cases of
monolayers.

To analyze the constructed assemblies, we used several
energies.24,35,43,44 The overall stability is determined by the stabiliza-
tion energy, Estab, defined as the total energy of the relaxed
combined system (e.g., the PTCDI dimer) minus the total energies
of all its individual components (two PTCDI molecules) relaxed
separately. For stable systems Estab < 0. To characterize the
interaction between the two parts of a composite system (e.g.,
a pair), the interaction energy, Eint, is used; it is defined as the
energy of the whole system minus the energy of each individual

molecule calculated in the geometry of the relaxed combined
system. It is always negative for a stable system. Finally, the
(always positive) deformation energy, Edef, characterizes energies
lost by each part of the combined system (e.g., the two
molecules of the pair) due to their subsequent relaxation from
their stable geometry at infinity.

Since the interaction and deformation energies, as defined
above, sum up exactly to the stabilization energy, Estab ) Eint

+ Edef, for a stable structure the loss due to deformation
(positive) must be compensated by the interaction energy
(negative). Note, however, that since we use SIESTA, which
employs a localized basis set, the basis set superposition error
(BSSE) correction must be applied to correct the final stabiliza-
tion energies. The counterpoise correction method due to Boys
and Bernardi45 has been used here for that purpose. To simplify
the analysis, the same BSSE correction was also applied to the
interaction energy ensuring that the mentioned exact relationship
is still valid for the final energies.

The stabilization energy gives an overall stability of a
hydrogen bonded system. To assess the stability of individual
hydrogen bonds, one might look at the geometry of the
donor-H-acceptor group of atoms:34,42 in strong hydrogen
bonds these three atoms accept the geometry close to linear with
the two distances to the H atom being of the order of 2.6-2.8
Å. To characterize the strength of the hydrogen bonds in a
system, the electron density difference was also found to be
extremely helpful:24,34,35,42,44,46,47 hydrogen bonds display a so-
called “kebab” structure of alternating regions of charge excess
and depletion. The stronger the bond, the more “regular” the
kebab structure is. This concept is quite general, and this kind
of analysis will be heavily used in this study.

Our DFT calculations were performed without taking account
of the interaction with the surface, i.e., in the “gas phase”. This
method is appropriate for the Au(111) surface we are concerned
with here, at least as the first approximation, since the
molecule-surface interaction has very little corrugation across
the surface.48 It was found in these calculations that for a similar
PTCDA molecule adsorbed on the Au(111) surface, there is no
noticeable charge transfer between the molecule and the surface
since all occupied states of the molecule fall below the Fermi
level of the gold, and the dispersion interaction is the main
binding mechanism. Moreover, it was also found that the
variation of the adsorption energy across the surface corresponds
to about 2% of the adsorption energy itself.

III. Supramolecular Assemblies of PTCDI Molecules:
STM Observations

After deposition of the PTCDI molecules on the Au(111)
surface, large terraces covered with the assemblies of the
molecules were seen. Upon careful analysis, three different
phases were identified as shown in Figure 2. In the first phase,
Figure 2a, we see rows of canted molecules running parallel to
each other. The PTCDI rows are aligned in the [112j] gold
direction, in agreement with ref 30. Molecules in every other
row are tilted in the same direction at an angle which is
approximately 12° to the row direction. The shapes of the
molecules in the rows between these ones are not well resolved.
However, there are indications that these are tilted in the
opposite direction by the same angle of 12°. We believe that
this is a canted structure already observed on the Au(111) and
Ag/Si(111) surfaces previously.8,29,30

The next structure we saw, shown in Figure 2b, has never
been reported before. In this “domino” structure the molecules
are arranged in what can be approximately seen as squares; each
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square is made out of four molecules attached to each other as
domino pieces. Rows of molecules are aligned in the [32j1j] gold
direction. Two different types of squares delimited by the PTCDI
molecules can be seen with different contrast in their centers.
Larger squares appear brighter than the smaller ones. We believe
that this effect can be attributed merely to the sizes of the two
gaps created by the molecules: the larger square gaps are big
enough for the gold surface electronic states to protrude
sufficiently resulting in an increase of the local density of states
(DOS). At the same time, the gold states are pushed out by the
molecular states within the smaller gaps, so that a local decrease
of the DOS is expected. In order to check this hypothesis, one
would have to perform a local DOS calculation for this
monolayer adsorbed on the gold surface. Since both structures
are incommensurable and the PTCDI monolayer unit cell is quite
large, this kind of calculation would be impossible to do at
present. Experimentally, similar a phenomenon has been
observed in a melamine network on the Au(111) surface, where
the signal in the center of the melamine hexagons appears lower
in contrast to the signal due to the clean gold surface in the
STM images; see Figure 3 in ref 44.

In the structure seen in Figure 2c molecules are arranged in
identical rows shifted with respect to each other; molecules
within the rows are aligned along the [112j] direction of the
gold surface. This arrangement is equivalent to the brick wall
structure formed by PTCDA molecules on a number of
substrates18,23 and was previously observed to be formed by the
PTCDI molecules only on the NaCl(001) surface.28

The observed lengths of the lattice vectors and the angle
between them γ (in degrees) for the three structures were

measured to be (a) canted: A1 ) 16.7 Å (nearly perpendicular
to the row direction), A2 ) 13.7 Å (along the direction of the
canted rows), γ ) 100°; (b) domino: A1 ) 17.9 Å, A2 ) 17.0
Å, γ ) 95°, and (c) brick wall: A1 ) 18.7 Å, A2 ) 17.0 Å, γ
) 90°. Note that the lattice vector A1 observed in this study is
slightly different from that measured previously for the same
system in ref 30. At the same time, the lattice vector A2 along
the canted rows is very close to that in the previous measure-
ments. This must indicate that the interaction between the
molecules within the canted rows is much stronger than that
between the rows. This suggests that different PTCDI-PTCDI
lateral packing may occur.

STM images showed that the canted structure was the
prevailing PTCDI network covering the gold surface. The brick
wall and domino structures were only observed locally. The
size of the molecular networks was usually larger than 25 ×
25 nm2.

IV. Supramolecular Assemblies of PTCDI Molecules:
Theoretical Analysis

A. PTCDI Structures in the Gas Phase. The structure of
the PTCDI molecule is close to that of the PTCDA: instead of
the central oxygen atom at short sides of it there is an imide
group; see Figure 1. This small change in the molecule design
leads, as we shall see, to essential differences in structures these
molecules can form with each other. Although some of the
structures are similar to those formed by PTCDA,24 there are
also very different monolayers possible which are entirely
due to an ability of the PTCDI molecules form dimers which
are unique to them.

In this section we shall consider all possible gas-phase
structures based on two PTCDI molecules in the unit cell. We
will describe in detail the approach used presenting first the
PTCDI dimers; this will be followed by building all superstruc-
tures based on the dimer unit cells.

1. PTCDI Dimers. Again, we start by identifying the binding
sites of the PTCDI molecule; see Figure 1. Five possible types
of binding sites can be identified, where three of them are
exclusively donors (sites 2, 3, and 4) composed of carbon-
hydrogen groups and are able to form double or triple hydrogen
bonds with sites presenting acceptor atoms. In the case of
PTCDI, such purely acceptor sites do not exist (but they exist
in the case of PTCDA24), so that sites 2, 3, and 4 cannot be
functional. However, as we shall see in the following, two of
the possible dimers do involve these sites to some extent. The
two other types of binding sites have both donor and acceptor
atoms (sites 1 and 5) composed of oxygen and hydrogen atoms
which are able to form a double hydrogen bond with a binding
site of the same type (reversed). There are four binding sites 1
and the same number of binding sites 5 around the molecule
perimeter.

Combining binding sites 1 and 5, it is possible to obtain three
pairs, D1, D2, and D3, DFT relaxed structures of which are
shown in Figure 3, while their energies are reported in Table 1.
In each case the dimers are stabilized by two hydrogen bonds.
We also find that two other pairs are stable, D4 and D5, shown
in Figure 3. We tried these inspired by some experimental
observations.49 In these two pairs purely hydrogen sites (2, 3,
and 4) are also somewhat employed.

The most stable dimer is D3, and it is stabilized by a double
hydrogen bond between the imine groups of the two PTCDI
molecules. The two PTCDI molecules are connected in a “head-
and-tail” structure. The dimer D1 is similar to the dimer D3 of
PTCDA;24 however, the stabilization energy in the case of

Figure 2. Three PTCDI monolayers observed with STM on the
Au(111) surface (10 × 7 nm2): canted (a), domino (b), and brick wall
(c) structures. In each case the alignment direction of one of the rows
of the molecules with respect to the gold surface is explicitly indicated.
The lattice vectors are indicated by white vectors in each case.
Tunneling parameters: (a, b) It ) 0.1 nA, Vs ) -1.8 V; (c) It ) 0.5
nA, Vs )-1.8 V. A black dotted line in (b) indicates a row of molecules
aligned along the [32j1j] gold direction.
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PTCDI is lower. This difference in energies is attributed to the
difference in the electronic structure of the two molecules. The
dimer D2 has an L-shape; it has a much lower stability because
one of the hydrogen bonds (out of the two, see Figure 3) is
formed by the C-H group of one molecule with the oxygen of
another. Very weak dimers D4 and D5 are stabilized by
hydrogen bonds formed between the oxygen atoms of the two
PTCDI molecules and the hydrogens along the long side of the
molecules. Interestingly, the dimer D5 is stabilized only through
a little bit more than a single hydrogen bond (see Figure 3) and
has a stabilization energy close to that of D1. Recall that the
dimers D4 and D5 have been identified in some of the
experimental images.49 As in the case of PTCDA,24 when carbon
atoms are involved in the hydrogen bonding (D1, D2, and D5
dimers), the stabilization energies are very small and the dimers
are weak. Deformation energies in all cases are very small.

Once all the possible dimers are constructed, the next step is
to identify the binding sites available to connect the PTCDI
dimers with each other in such a way so that a 1D chain is
obtained. In the next section we present the chains based on
the most stable PTCDI pairs, D1, D2, and D3.

2. One-Dimensional Chains Based on the PTCDI Pairs.
In this subsection we shall present the 1D structures that can
be built using the PTCDI dimer as a unit cell. As before, we
start by identifying the binding sites available on the periphery
of the dimer (see Figure 3) which are available for the
connection with more dimers. We build the 1D chains by
connecting dimers in a chainlike manner along one direction.
The chains are obtained by adding a second dimer to a certain

binding site of the first dimer, and then a third dimer is added
to the same site of the second one, and so on. In this way, using
the available dimer binding sites, 16 different chains can be
constructed which can be classified into families of “similar”
chains, based on considering the evaluated energy (via summing
up dimer energies) and the geometry of each chain. Following
this procedure, six families of PTCDI chains have been
constructed; see Figure 4.

We present here, with a single exception, only the evaluated
stabilization energies, based on the sum of the corresponding
dimer energies, without performing an additional relaxation of
the structures using the DFT method. This is because we find
in the case of PTCDA chains that the evaluated and DFT
calculated stabilization energies of the chains are very close.24

In the PTCDI case the same behavior is expected.
As might be expected, the weakest chain is F3 that involves

one of the weakest dimer contacts D1, while the most stable
chain is F4 that involves by far the strongest dimer D3; see
Table 2. One particular chain from this family, F4a, was
observed on the Ag terminated Si(111) surface,8 and that is why
we relaxed this chain with our DFT method. A favorable
agreement of its geometry can be found with the one observed
in ref 8, as is evidenced from Table 3. The binding energy for
the chain (per two molecules) was found to be -1.12 eV (the
BSSE correction 0.34 eV), which is only slightly higher than
the evaluated energy of -1.0 eV reported in Table 2. We expect
the strength of the F4b chain to be similar or even identical to
that of F4a.

3. Monolayers Based on the PTCDI Dimers. To build all
possible 2D structures involving the PTCDI molecules, we
followed the same procedure as used in the cases of melamine35

and PTCDA.24 Although there are 16 1D chains possible (see
subsection IV.A.2) based on the strongest dimers D1, D2, and
D3 considered above, only 11 2D structures can be constructed
with two molecules in the unit cell using the same dimer
connections due to high symmetry of the molecule. Once the
monolayer energies are evaluated, it is possible to classify the
structures into families of “similar” structures taking into account
the geometries and the evaluated energies. In this way, seven
families of monolayers can be identified, and one representative
from each was considered as a prototype. The selected seven
monolayers are shown in Figure 5, and their energies are given
in Table 4 while the geometrical characteristics of the unit cells
are given in Table 5. One more monolayer MON8 based on
the D4 and D5 dimers (or the chain F4a) was considered
separately. The MON5 and MON7 monolayers, strictly speak-
ing, contain just one molecule in the primitive unit cell.
However, to simplify our discussion, we shall refer to them as
containing two molecules, i.e., the corresponding supercells (as
defined in Figure 5) will be considered as an elementary unit.

The structure MON2 is similar to the domino structure shown
in Figure 2b. The structure MON1 is of a similar nature, albeit
more porous, and we shall use the same “domino” name for it.
The structures MON3 and MON4 represent two variants of the
herringbone phase, with the MON3 monolayer containing
elongated pores between molecules, while MON4 is more
compact. In the MON5 structure we recognize the brick wall
phase observed in our STM images and shown in Figure 2c.
MON6 is a somewhat similar phase with large pores formed
by six molecules, and we coined the name “porous” for it. In
MON7 molecules in each horizontal row go in a wavelike
manner, so that we shall call this monolayer “waveform”.
Finally, MON8 must be the canted structure seen previously8,29,30

and in this work; see Figure 2a.

Figure 3. Relaxed geometries of the PTCDI dimers shown together
with the corresponding electron density difference plots corresponding
to (0.01 Å-3. The green surfaces correspond to the regions of positive
electron difference (excess), and the red areas correspond to the regions
of negative electrons density difference (depletion).

TABLE 1: Stabilization Energies (eV) of the PTCDI
Dimersa

index D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Estab -0.15 -0.24 -0.5 -0.11 -0.14
Edef 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.03 0.01
Eint -0.20 -0.31 -0.61 -0.14 -0.15
EBSSE 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.09

a The stabilization and interaction energies include the BSSE
correction which is also shown.
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The most stable PTCDI monolayer is the canted structure
MON8 (see Table 4) based on the most stable chain F4a from
the previous subsection. Moreover, this monolayer is also more
stable than any of the PTCDA monolayers we have considered
in ref 24, which is not surprising since PTCDI molecules form
one dimer (D3) which is by far more stable than any of the
PTCDA dimers. The calculated canted angle (see the previous
subsection) along the F4a rows in the relaxed structure � )
11.5°, which is close the value of 10.4° found for the isolated
F4a row in the previous subsection; see Table 3. In the present
case the evaluated stabilization energies of monolayers are all
smaller than the DFT calculated energies indicating on the
existence of cooperative effects.

The difference electron density plots for six of the calculated
monolayers are shown in Figure 6. One can see the formation
of hydrogen bonds of various strength between the molecules.

The monolayer MON8 (the canted phase) demonstrates well
developed hydrogen bonds along the F4a chains. In spite of
the fact that the chains themselves are bound together by the
not-the-strongest D5 dimer connections (see Table 1), this
monolayer is the strongest due to favorable positioning of the
molecules so that their binding along the chains is not severely
affected. At the same time, a relatively weak binding between
the rows may indicate some flexibility in the relative positions
of the nearest rows affecting the length of the lattice vector A1

(which is nearly perpendicular to the direction of the canted
rows) and the angle γ it makes with the other lattice vector.
The MON7 monolayer also demonstrates quite developed
“kebab” structures along the chains; however, fewer hydrogen
bonds between the chains (made of relatively weak D1 dimer
connections, Table 1) yield this monolayer to be only the next
to the strongest one. This monolayer is then followed in energy
by MON2 (the domino phase) in which each molecule is
connected to four others via the D2 connection of intermediate
strength. The other domino phase MON1 and the herringbone
phase structures MON3 and MON4, as well as the brick wall
phase MON5, and the porous structure MON6, are the least
favorable monolayers, but for different reasons. In MON1 each
molecule is connected only to three neighbors via rather weak
D2 connection, In MON3 and MON4, half of the molecules
have weak four connections, and the other half of the molecules
have only two of them. In MON5 each molecule has four
neighbors; however, the dimer connections between them are
weak (these are D1, Table 1). Finally, in MON6 each molecule
only has three connections including one strong and two weak
ones.

So, our theoretical method thus yielded six different phases,
with three of them (canted MON8, waveform MON7, and
domino MON2) being particularly stable. Only a single mono-
layer (the canted structure MON8) has so far been observed
experimentally.8,29,30 In this work we reported above the

Figure 4. Predicted structures for the selected six PTCDI chains with two unit cells shown explicitly. To facilitate comparison with available
experimental data, two chains from the same family F4 are shown here, designated as F4a and F4b. The structure of the F4a chain shown is the
only one obtained after the full DFT relaxation. The lattice vector, A1, and the unit cell, corresponding in all cases to two molecules, are indicated.
(Note that, strictly speaking, the periodicity of the chain F4a corresponds to a single molecule in the cell.)

TABLE 2: Evaluated (by Summing Corresponding Dimer
Energies) Stabilization Energies (in eV) for Selected PTCDI
Chainsa

index F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

Estab (eval.) -0.39 -0.74 -0.30 -1.00 -0.65 -0.48

a In all cases the reported energy was calculated per two
molecules in the cell.

TABLE 3: Comparison of the Geometrical Characteristics
of the (Canted) F4a Chain (with One Molecule in the Unit
Cell), Relaxed with Our DFT Method, with the One
Observed by STM on the Ag/Si(111) Surface8 a

STM8 this work (DFT)

A1 14.1 ( 0.2 14.52
� 8 ( 2 10.4

a A1 is the length (in Å) of the lattice vector (i.e., the distance
between the molecules), and � (in deg) is the canting angle (the
angle molecules make with the direction of the chain).
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experimental observations of two more structures, the domino
and brick wall phases, both predicted correctly by our theoretical
approach.

In Table 6 we compare the experimental geometries for
various phases with those calculated above in the gas phase. In
the canted structure, one can see that the canting angle � and
the distance between molecules along the F4a row do not depend

significantly on the substrate (surprisingly, even in the case of
a not-so-flat Au(11,12,12) surface) and are similar to our data
calculated in the gas phase. However, other characteristics of
the monolayer associated with the relative position of the rows
with respect to each other (A1 and the angle γ), may depend
noticeably on the substrate and the preparation conditions
(compare the Au(111) data of this work and of ref 30, although

Figure 5. DFT relaxed geometries of the selected eight prototype PTCDI monolayers. Lattice vectors as well as the unit cells are indicated. In the
cases of MON5 and MON7 structures, based on true primitive cells with one molecule, the lattice vectors shown correspond to supercells containing
two molecules.
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the experimental data on these are only fully available for the
Au(111) surface. This behavior is explained by extremely strong
interaction between molecules along the F4a row as compared
with their rather weak interaction between the rows, as noted
above. Concerning the brick wall phase, the lattice vector A2 is
close for the both surfaces and for the gas-phase calculation;

however, the other lattice vector, A1, which corresponds to the
distance between rows of molecules, varies significantly de-
pending on the particular surface or the absence of such.

The agreement between the gas-phase calculations and the
observed structures on gold for the brick wall and domino phases
is much better: we observe very close unit cells in each case.

TABLE 4: Evaluated and Calculated Stabilization Energies (in eV) for PTCDI Monolayers Shown in Figure 5a

phase domino herringbone brick wall porous waveform canted

index MON1 MON2 MON3 MON4 MON5 MON6 MON7 MON8

Estab (eval.) -0.72 -0.96 -0.63 -0.72 -0.60 -0.80 -1.30 -1.55
Estab (calc.) -0.89 -1.12 -0.97 -0.91 -0.85 -0.99 -1.38 -1.67
EBSSE 0.43 0.57 0.43 0.49 0.48 0.40 0.46 0.67

a The BSSE correction is also shown in each case. For the ease of comparison, energies for the MON5 and MON7 structures refer to the
supercell containing two molecules.

TABLE 5: Lengths of Lattice Vectors (in Å) and the Angle between Them (in deg) for the Eight Selected PTCDI Monolayersa

phase domino herringbone brick wall porous waveform canted

index MON1 MON2 MON3 MON4 MON5 MON6 MON7 MON8

A1 22.25 18.0 26.11 26.12 18.84 24.3 28.63 17.45
A2 17.92 18.01 12.05 12.23 15.86 15.9 11.62 14.51
γ 75.3 90.1 96.2 62.0 90.0 76.9 62.9 91.4

a For the ease of comparison, the lattice vectors of the MON5 and MON7 structures correspond to a supercell containing two molecules in
agreement with Figure 5.

Figure 6. Electron density difference plots corresponding to (0.01 electrons/Å3 of some of the PTCDI monolayers. The green surface
corresponds to the regions of positive electron difference (excess), and the red areas correspond to the regions of negative electrons density
difference (depletion).

TABLE 6: Lengths (in Å) of the Two Lattice Vectors and the Angle γ (in deg) between Them for the Three Experimentally
Observed PTCDI Phasesa

phase canted brick wall domino

surface Au(11,12,12) Ag/Si(111) Au(111) DFT NaCl(001) Au(111) DFT Au(111) DFT

reference 29 8 30 this work 28 this work this work
A1 - - 19.8 16.7 17.45 15.3 18.7 18.84 17.9 18.0
A2 14.2 14.6 14.5 13.8 14.51 16.1 17.0 15.86 17.0 18.01
γ - - 105 100 91.4 90 90 90 95 90.1
� 11.0 - 12 12 11.5 - - - - -

a � is the canted angle along the F4a type rows (in deg) in the canted structure. The “DFT” columns correspond to our DFT gas-phase
calculations, while all other columns correspond to experimental measurements.
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This is due to more homogeneous distribution of interaction
between the molecules as evidenced from Figure 6.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, using STM and a theoretical method, we have
studied periodic assemblies which PTCDI molecules may form
on the Au(111) surface. Previously only the canted and brick
wall structures had been reported in the literature, of which one
(the brick wall) had only been seen on a single substrate. One
more structure, the domino phase, was observed and reported
here for the first time.

To understand these findings, we followed a systematic
theoretical approach in constructing 1D and 2D planar periodic
PTCDI assemblies. Our method is based on predicting all
possible structures in the gas phase by identifying and then
utilizing all dimer connections between the molecules. In this
way a variety of monolayers was built, which were then split
into eight families of similar structures. After choosing a
representative from every family, we proceeded further and
relaxed the selected structures using an ab initio method. In
this way eight possible structures have been predicted which
represent six phases: domino, herringbone, brick wall, porous,
waveform, and canted. The canted, waveform, and domino
phases were found to be the most energetically favorable. The
geometrical characteristics of the canted, brick wall, and domino
phases calculated in the gas phase match very closely those
observed experimentally by the STM method on the Au(111)
surface in this work.

Separating all the structures into distinct families of structures
and then into phases has a greater significance then simply to
reduce the computational effort. The important point we can
make here is that, due to limited resolution of the present
scanning probe methods, atomistically different structures
belonging to the same family are expected to appear in the STM
images indistinguishable. Therefore, only theoretical calculations
may predict the exact arrangements of the molecules on the
surface in some cases.

Note that our theoretical analysis corresponds to zero tem-
perature, and no account has been made of the entropic effects.
The latter may be important in some cases to explain the
preference of one structure over the other after, e.g., annealing.50

It is surprising, however, that the waveform phase, the second
most favorable structure in the gas phase, has not been found
in our STM images. It is not clear whether this can be attributed
to the interaction with the surface. In our theoretical analysis
the surface was not accounted for: if it had been, it could have
made this particular structure less favorable. However, in view
of the recent first principles detailed calculations48 of a (quite
similar) PTCDA molecule with the same gold surface in which
the dispersion (van der Waals) interaction was accounted for
within the newly developed vdW-DF functional,51,52 this ex-
planation seems to be unlikely since those calculations dem-
onstrated that the molecule-surface interaction is rather flat
laterally. However, given that the STM images show preferred
orientations of the PTCDI networks with respect to the Au (111)
surface, some degree of anisotropy of the substrate may
influence the relative stability of the networks.53 This remains
an open problem. The importance of the molecule-surface
interaction in relation to the gold and silver surfaces was
discussed in refs 54 and 55.

There is also another point worth mentioning. In the case of
the PTCDI molecules, one dimer connection is two times
stronger than the best PTCDA dimer.24 Nevertheless, the best
2D structure we find (the canted monolayer) has only slightly

higher binding energy as compared with the best PTCDA
monolayer,24 which is unexpected. This result demonstrates the
importance of other dimer connections involved in the binding
of the monolayer: sometimes, in order to accommodate the
strong bondings, weak connections must also be used, and this
may reduce the overall stability of the assembly.

Our systematic method of constructing all possible supramo-
lecular assemblies has been already applied to a wide variety
of planar molecules capable of forming hydrogen bonding with
each other, including DNA bases,34,43,50,56-62 melamine,35,44

PTCDA,24 and PTCDI, considered here. We hope that this
method will be found useful in predicting possible assemblies
of other molecules as well.
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